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The Era of the Gods’ Return
The myths and legends of antiquity speak of divine beings, Gods, that came to Earth to help
infant humanity to develop. They stayed until we were able to learn from our own experiences,
and then left. We are now receiving their messages that their return is imminent, that we have
matured sufficiently (but not totally) as a human race to be able to work cooperatively with them.
They open a vista of a grand plan for Earth and its place in the cosmos, and for the role of
humanity in it.
The Gods
The forerunners of the return of the Gods are already actively working among us to prepare the
way. The “Gods” are in fact the currently discarnate Masters, ETs, angels and other high beings
that presently guide humanity psychically. They plan to incarnate in a gradual process to be
decided in the year 2025. They will implement, with our help, a divine plan for the advancement
of humanity and our integration with the broader purpose of our Planetary Logos. This will set
the teaching and aims of the Aquarian Age.
These master beings were the teachers and bringers of culture to early humanity, and they
continue this work now as they sow seed ideas among us, and teach telepathically through
psychic channels. We have free will to act on our intuitions, and the high beings will not
interfere with this essential process of our learning through decision and experience. Karma and
reincarnation ensure our gradual enlightenment, and there are now sufficient numbers of
advanced humanity for the masters to work with openly and directly. This means that these high
beings are now beginning to incarnate into humanity. They are assisting our ascension and
integration into the broader scheme and purpose of our Planetary Logos. This purpose requires
the closer integration of all seven kingdoms on Earth, to enable a greater alignment with solar
and cosmic purpose.
Three Stages of Externalisation
There are three stages in this Externalization (incarnation) of the Hierarchy of Masters (EHM),
the Gods of old. The first is now active until the year 2025 and is preparing the way. A vanguard
of advanced humanity, the Cultural Creatives, is destroying the older, inadequate ways, and
visioning the new in education, governance, democracy, values and better relations. They are
assisted by initiates of the 3rd degree (Ajna level and chakra active, Transfiguration initiation).
This began in the year 1860, and a further group of disciples and initiates emerged around the
year 1975.1
Edgar Cayce says that Archangel Michael is now very active as he is an agent of change and a
guide of the Way to higher consciousness. Cayce’s message in the mid-20th century was that now
is a critical time in Earth history, and that Michael is now preparing for the appearance of the
Christ2. Cayce said that the Christ Consciousness3 would be the ruling human force by the year
2000.
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EOH p.697 and p.587.
The Christ is an office that is Head of the Hierarchy, and is also known as Maitreya, Bodhisattva, etc.
3
The Christ Consciousness was defined as the awareness of the soul’s oneness with God imprinted as a pattern on
the mind. Evolutionary Law brings each person into knowledge of God.
2
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Dolores Cannon found that in 1950 the extra-terrestrials were very concerned about the military
use of atomic energy and called for volunteers to help humanity become aware of the danger and
move to more creative behavior. As a consequence she discovered, from her many hypnotherapy
sessions, three waves of volunteers from beyond Earth, now numbering in tens of thousands.
They helped tip the balance of consciousness towards a positive future. Their purpose in
incarnating on Earth was to change the energies of Earth to avoid catastrophe, and to help raise
the energies of people to enable ascension, with Earth, to the next dimension. The current ages of
these three waves (at 2015) are:
 First – people now in their 50s to 70s, and a few older. These volunteers found it difficult
adjusting to the low frequencies of lower chakra behaviour of Earth inhabitants.
 Second – people now in their 30s and 40s, described as antennas and beacons, energy
channels affecting others and helping them.
 Third – people now in their 20s, very intelligent, having all the knowledge they need,
having a new DNA and frequency, and often misunderstood.
The second stage of the EHM will occur after yr 2025 as the masters create a new chapter of the
Divine Plan detailing the nature and timing of the EHM. It will involve the incarnation of
masters of the 4th degree (Heart and Crown chakras prominent, Crucifixion initiation) and above
who will gradually incarnate to assume leadership in all areas of life. They will create a new
world order and prepare for the incarnation of the Christ. Due to the contending forces of
darkness, the Christ will incarnate only when the second stage transformation of the world is
successful.
In the third stage the incarnate Christ will inaugurate a totally new world civilization. He will be
overshadowed by the cosmic Spirit of Peace to bring harmony, goodwill and peace on Earth.
This cosmic being can also be called the Spirit of Equilibrium, as it balances chaos by calm, and
hate by goodwill. Christ is a channel for the potency of the Spirit of Goodwill, and humanity first
unconsciously felt its influence in 1936 and then in 1945.4 It needs to be invoked by an act of
will for it to have a greater influence, such as “Let the Spirit of Peace be spread abroad”.
The cosmic Avatar of Synthesis, working through Shamballa 5 will also work with the Christ to
generate the spiritual will-to-good, at-one-ment, unification and fusion of all seven kingdoms on
Earth. This cosmic being works through groups, the Cultural Creatives, the mass of humanity,
and organizations such as the United Nations General Assembly. An aim is to harmonise the five
lower kingdoms on Earth to become as one. We can invoke this Spirit to synthesise humanity
into one, to synthesise the mineral, plant and animal kingdoms with humanity into one world,
and to facilitate the incarnation of the fifth kingdom of the masters to anchor all five kingdoms as
one Sons of God.6 The Buddha will work with these cosmic beings to enhance spiritual light for
the planet and all people. Human invocation is needed to ensure cooperative success.
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ROC p.75.
Shamballa is the highest kingdom on Earth, the home of the Planetary Logos, Lord of the World, and is the centre
of divine Will and Purpose on Earth. It is of Ray One (Shiva) quality.
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The Aquarian Age and Shamballa
The quality of light on Earth is changing and the buddhic energies are increasing, bringing
opportunity for increased enlightenment. We are now at the beginning of the Age of Aquarius,
which is ruled by Uranus and Ray Seven. Uranus helps develop will, focus and leadership, and
Ray Seven aids the development of a new world order based upon spiritual drive, freedom and
organization. They complement Ray One in manifesting the spiritual ideal, synthesizing spirit
and matter. In the future Shamballa (a Ray One centre) will have a greater influence on humanity
in coordinating the will and purpose of God, in integrating Earth purpose with cosmic purpose. It
aims for world synthesis of all kingdoms, which is required for a higher cosmic synthesis of the
whole. This requires a greater alignment between Shamballa, Hierarchy and humanity to put into
effect.
Ray Seven, as the ruling ray of the Aquarian Age, will provide the impetus to manifest the divine
archetypes in physical form. This means that the divine will and purpose focused in Shamballa is
expanded into a divine plan by the Hierarchy, and is then seeded into advanced humanity for
human absorption and action. The details of the divine plan will be decided by the council of
masters in the year 2025, but some principles can be inferred now. The keynote of the Aquarian
Age is synthesis, leading to conscious human intuition (of the higher kind) and acute mental
interpretation. Telepathic interplay between all peoples and all kingdoms on Earth will be
normal, with more general access to the “raincloud of knowable things”. God Immanent will be
experienced more widely, with corresponding omniscience and oneness. We will cooperate more
effectively with divine will and purpose, using the wisdom of pure love and intelligence. We will
access these states through esoteric training that creates evolutionary and self-revealing
enlightenment. The ancient and perennial mysteries will be restored and we will have a greater
understanding of universal laws. Meditation will be essential and widespread, chosen freely due
to knowledge of its benefits.
Viewpoints
Quite a few modern seers have something to say about ascending Earth, the return of the Gods,
and our role in this. A small sample follows.
Dolores Cannon said that a hierarchy of councils creates rules for life in the universe and that
they have given Earth its Life Charter. ETs and spirit beings began life on the planet and
provided teachers and culture bringers, though they cannot now interfere with our free will
unless we were to endanger the planetary Life. She also predicted “end times” in the year 2050,
as the end of the old way of thinking and doing, and as the time of return of Goddess Isis (who
was apparently a master being of sorts) to bring harmony, peace, understanding and light.
Ken Carey’s source said that we are now in a 1000 year period of Planetary Awakening, and that
our light bodies would be completed by yr 3011. It will be the birth of a new organism,
abandoning old ideas and concepts.
Vera Stanley Alder’s master explained that humans are cells in the mind of the Planetary Logos
and that we must increase in our frequency so that planetary initiation becomes possible.
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Edgar Cayce’s sources said that his psychic ability manifested in a time when people everywhere
sought to know the mysteries, of the mind, the soul, and the soul’s Mind. He said that this is a
time of major change and hope, regardless of appearances, and that it is a critical time in Earth’s
history. He predicted the massed power of Christ consciousness in the 21st century.
Djwhal Khul says that the coming change involves the aims and energies of the Solar Logos and
our galaxy, and that our Planetary Logos is currently undergoing the 4th initiation. This planetary
initiation requires the further evolution and integration of all the seven kingdoms on Earth until
we become a “sacred planet”. It depends upon human cooperation through alignment and greater
enlightenment, and the EHM will help with this needed transformation.
From all this we can gather that the Aquarian Age will see the ascension of the whole. It is
currently providing a great opportunity for those willing to take advantage of the new energies to
progress further along the Way of At-one-ment.
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